


This Cd calls into question the idea of “the pure” within music.
It expels the concept “with combination exists the taste”.
You will find on it the most private music compositions, result of the flamenco and 
jazz experiences previously acquired by the artist.

This workart represents the theory based on “music is neither created nor 
destroyed”, it is transformed instead.

Flamenco and Jazz are rootmusic, folk music and it also entitles how the human 
beings get in relation between them in a natural way.

“Night in Utrera” walks hand in hand with the classic sings together with the dark 
chords from the jazz and the instrumental flamenco background, being the whole 
in harmony where you will find one thousand nights at one nightfall.

The “ahead” flute of Sergio de Lope will be the unifying thread of the show where 
Flamenco becomes one more time the echoes of the memory making at the 
same time a marked reinterpretation for the new trends.

Synopsis



01. Fifty Fifty
Autor: Sergio de Lope

02. En el Berlín (bulerías)
Autor: Sergio de Lope

03. Sueño a Manolete (tangos)
Autor: Sergio de Lope

04. Desvelo (soleá por bulerías)
Autor: Sergio de Lope

05. A night in Utrera (bulerías)
Autor: Sergio de Lope

06. Taranto
Autor: Sergio de Lope

07. El Solar de las Alegrías (cantiñas)
Autor: Sergio de Lope

08. Respiro a Cádiz (tanguillos)
Autor: Sergio de Lope

09. Delirio (bulerías)
Autor: Sergio de Lope

 

Show



The current flamenco musicians would surprise the enthusiasts of one century ago and 
overall they would have a big impact upon the lost treasuries collectors of 50 years ago.

We are getting accustomed to perceive the flamenco scents in numerous proposals of the 
popular music and even in the most academic. The flamenco has been reduced into 
scents in a way of condiment which serves as a seasoner for any sound, in the most 
unsuspected places and by musicians of any sort, the flamenco unquestionably gives good 
taste to the music.

However, its not so common to come across with musicians whom originally started from 
singing and playing purely flamenco for looking for their expressive possibilities from the 
respect to a centenary genre, classic and today universal Sergio de Lope accompanied by 
a band of good friends, all skilled flamenco performers, propose “A night in Utrera” 
recalling the tittle of the Dizzy Gillespie´s classic ‘A night in Tunisia’.

Flamenco is accepting in the last decades instruments of different characteristics. The 
peruvian “cajón” came to remain in the flamenco music, the bass and the wind instru-
ments are having more presence each time, the violin or the cello, of course the piano and 
all the imaginable “assortment” which usually bring the percussionists. If the person who 
plays the instrument is based on flamenco, the result will always be flamenco, if the 
interpreter is coming from another music origin then it would be another result.

The transverse flute is an instrument that only a few people know how to “sing” in a 
flamenco key. The master Jorge Pardo put the fundation and those who have come after 
him, they have found a solid ground where to walk safely. And Sergio, with a flamenco 
solid training in transverse flute, he achieves to transmit us his art with the safety of who 
is pushing hard on life. He has something to say us by respecting the root and watering 
the rich and flourish flamenco tree.

His nutrients also comes from the jazz, inseperable music of the flamenco when a wind 
instrument joins this wonderful atmosphere. The sax of Fernando Vilches or el Negro 
Aquilino together with Montoya already showed with a proven artistic career that flamenco 

can be “sung” with a music wind instrument. However, the flute allows to evoke an unique 
colour on the singer in a very special way, and if the person who plays it, he knows how to 
make the difference, the challengue will be faced, in other words the deal will be done 
resulting a wonderful music through all sounds well combined together.

The Night in Utrera proposed by Sergio must be worthly appreciated because it is made 
from the deepest of the heart, it has been composed in the most natural state, indeed, it 
has been done as it was felt since the very beginning until the end. Therefore, the listener 
could easily enjoy it without any trick or trap or any need of a strong effort, he just has to 
open well his ears and be carried along by the music.

This cd is plentiful of small details in the instrumentation and its made thanks to a band 
perfectly trained. Javier Rabadán with the percussion, descreet as usual which is an 
unusual quality between the flamenco percussionists, he is the owner of a good repetoire 
of expressive resources. Juanfe Pérez with the bass, supporting the speech, keeping a 
constant dialogue. Or the skilled double bass Antonio del Caño. The piano jondo of Alfonso 
Aroca always willing to contribute with fresh flamenco scents.

The outstanding flamenco guitars and precisions of Eduardo Trasierra and Alberto López. 
Matías López “Mati” and Cristina Tovar as singers are able to give us a profusion of 
flamenco feelings remembering Enrique Morente as only a few people know how to do. All 
of them dominated by the superb dancer Daniel Navarro, he as a percussionist records his 
feet in an act of precision.

The responsible of the recording is the efficient Lauren Serrano. He counts on an extraodi-
nary sound system for devoping these kind of music works.

In a whole of ten songs cd, you could appreciate a variety of expressive possibilities from 
flamenco, el taranto, las bulerías por soleá, los tangos y el tanguillo gaditano, las alegrías 
and of course las bulerías. Flamenco of the XXI century with musicians of the XXI century, 
made up by musicians hungried for transmiting their message and feelings, as the boss 
Paco rule

Faus t ino  Núñez



Sergio has been selected as a pop musician Mediterranean by the MEDINEA project organized by Berklee 
College of Music and Aix Festival in Provence 2016

2nd prize International Festival of Flamenco Instrumentalist of the Union 2016

Priego de Cordoba 1985. Flautist and saxophonist flamenco. 
Diploma in music teaching and flamencologia awarded degree.

He has worked with different guitarrist flamenco players like Dani de Morón, Juan Requena, Javier Conde, Eduardo Trassierra, 
David Caro, José Tomás Jiménez y Alberto López between many other. He has also played with singers like Antonio Reyes, Jesús 
Méndez, Juan José Amador, Antonio Campos, Juanito Villar hijo, Juan Pinilla, Antonio Villar, María Vizárraga, “El Mati”. He has 
also had the chance to share his music with dancers like Farruquito, Daniel Navarro, Pedro Córdoba, Úrsula López, Patricia 
Guerrero, Belén de la Quintana etc. He was also lucky by joining music flamenco instruments like pianists as Pedro Ricardo Miño, 
Toni Romero, Alfonso Aroca and with jazz-flamenco trumpet players as David Pastor y Enriquito.

Sergio de Lope took part of the Flamenco Cordoba company in 2013 under the management of Faustino Núñez and performed 
for first time the Flamenco Rehearsal. He published in the same year FIFTY FIFTY together with the dancer Daniel Navarro.
He also made the first Flamenco Flute Method of the world and took part in the Flamenco Festival of Montreal with the Ramito 
de Suspiros show of the dancer Daniel Navarro. He recorded with BMG Sony Music Company the CD “Arias más Flamenco” of 
the singer Diego el Cucharita with the pianist flamenco Pedro Ricardo Miño. He joined the Flamenco path by the Universities of 
the AIE in the show of the singer Cristina Soler ”Mar de Cobre”.

He acted in the production “Patio de Lucía” in the sleepless night of Flamenco 2014 paying tribute to Paco de Lucía. He repre-
sented his own personal working “A night in Utrera” in the Music and Dance International Festival of Granada FEX, Flamenco 
Bienale Sevilla, in the Café Berlin of Madrid, Festival Jazz of Te digo and Festival International Music, Theatre and Dance of Priego 
de Córdoba.

In 2015 went with the singer-songwriter Juan Pinilla at the Music Festival ”Mugham” in Bakú (Azerbaijan).
Presenting “A night in Utrera” in the Forum Rountable Islamic Economic. Collaborating in the presentation of this CD at the Hall 
Galileo together with Manuel Carrasco, Rozalén, AntíLopez, Mario Díaz y el Kanka.

Sergio De Lope acted as a soloist at the Góngora Theatre of Córdoba within a period “Tagente Flamenco”. He took part in the 
social gathering in Canal Sur Radio of the programme Portal Flamenco with Manuel Curao together with Dani de Morón, Jesús 
Méndez, Antonio Reyes and the dancer Patricia Guerrero with whom he interpreted some flamenco styles.
He performed for first time the sleepless night of Flamenco of Córdoba “El viaje del Mirlo” music flamenco show. Arabic, original 
idea and management by Sergio de Lope with the producation of Arabic House. He took part in the show “Asómate” of the dancer 
Daniel Navarro who made a debut in the NBF of Córdoba with the dancers Pedro Córdoba, Juan José Amador, Juan Requena 
etc. He has recorded at Berklee studies with producer Javier Limón. He published his first cd in 2015 “A night in Utrera”. Bio



Phone:
SPAIN 0034 610 671 672
ITALY 0039 3393 332 135

Management: 
sergiodelopeflamenco@gmail.com

Contact technical rider:
lauren@estudiohanare.com

 

Contact

You can listen to the album descagar and a night in Utrera :


